solutions - construction

the new safety
standard for construction
Real-Time Sensor Data Management

Enhanced risk mitigation and operational efficiency optimization are vital factors for executing complex construction projects
safely, on-budget and on-time. With increasing regulatory and operational demands to actively manage risk, costs and time,
construction companies and engineering firms are looking to better monitor and protect their assets.
Current market solutions are costly, complicated to manage and lack real-time visibility and analytics. With the sensemetrics
end-to-end cloud-based solution, we are providing contractors and engineering firms with complete sensor data capture,
standardization and real-time data visualization and intelligence. Differentiated by a true cloud design and API-driven architecture,
the platform reduces the cost and complexity of introducing IoT strategies into complex construction environments by removing
the need for lengthy and costly installation, services and customization.

Construction Monitoring

High-Rise

Excavation

Delivering productivity tools and
real-time data insights via plugand-play solution for environmental
impact, risk mitigation and safety
management programs

Advanced technologies supporting
faster construction methodologies
and long-term health monitoring of
superstructures cost-effectively

Integrated sensor and remote sensing
solutions for active management of
excavation and ground improvement
with real-time data
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Building Protection

Noise & Vibration

Proactively monitor sensitive structural components
with an active monitoring program

Monitor and distribute operational feedback to
managers and crews while verifying compliance
with noise and vibration ordinances

Infrastructure Protection

Core Wall Survey System

Reduce risk of damage and negative impacts on
adjacent infrastructure with real-time condition
monitoring

Optimized survey alignment for climbing formwork
systems and core wall axial compression monitoring

Structural Health Monitoring

Shoring

Sensor data fusion and analysis for long-term
structural performance monitoring and post-event
damage assessment

Continuous performance monitoring of earth
retention systems for safety and compliance

Dewatering
Optimize implementation and compliance of
groundwater dewatering and water balance
programs

Yeager Airport Case Study
After one of the tallest engineered slopes in the United States
experienced a landslide at Charleston Regional Airport, the
sensemetrics platform was implemented to monitor the
structure during construction for safety measures and to
prevent further damage to surrounding areas. With improved
asset management awareness, the project team was able to
make informed decisions based on real-time data that is critical
to airport infrastructure and the surrounding public areas.
Compared to other available solutions, the sensemetrics
deployment not only increased response time for decisionmaking, but enhanced the ability to proactively manage
risk. Some of the key KPIs accomplished included a rapid 6
hours total for installation time which equated to a 600%
improvement compared to alternative solutions. Savings of
$25K+ on automation hardware and labor, in addition to being
60% more cost effective over alternative solutions, provided the
construction team and Owner with the knowledge and ability
to effectively manage risk and ensure safety. Read more here.
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The One, Torronto Case Study
In May of 2018, Monir Precision Monitoring installed the
sensemetrics cloud solution to automate Measurand’s
ShapeArray (SAAV), an in-ground flexure sensing device for
automated detection and measurement of ground movement.
Critical to safe operations on the project during the foundation
construction, as well as protection of neighboring buildings and
infrastructure, an automated ground displacement monitoring
solution consisting of products from sensemetrics and
Measurand proved to have a 87% higher chance of detecting a
critical displacement within 24 hours, than a traditional manual
measurement method performed weekly. A cost comparison
between manual and automated monitoring in this application
shows a savings of over 60%, despite offering clear safety
advantages as well. Read more here.
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